The cosmetic crossing conjecture (also known as the "nugatory crossing conjecture") asserts that the only crossing changes that preserve the oriented isotopy class of a knot in the 3-sphere are nugatory. We use the Dehn surgery characterization of the unknot to prove this conjecture for knots in integer homology spheres whose branched double covers are L-spaces satisfying a homological condition. This includes as a special case all alternating and quasi-alternating knots with square-free determinant. As an application, we prove the cosmetic crossing conjecture holds for all knots with at most nine crossings and provide new examples of knots, including pretzel knots, non-arborescent knots and symmetric unions for which the conjecture holds.
Introduction
Let K be an oriented knot in S 3 , and let c refer to an oriented crossing in a diagram of the knot. A fundamental question is whether a crossing change at c preserves the isotopy type of the knot. Let a crossing disk D be an embedded disk in S 3 intersecting K twice with zero algebraic intersection number. If BD also bounds an embedded disk in the complement of K, then the crossing is called nugatory and changing this crossing does not change the isotopy type of K. A non-nugatory crossing change which preserves the oriented isotopy type of the knot is called cosmetic and it is conjectured that no such crossing exists for a knot in S 3 .
Conjecture 1 (Cosmetic crossing conjecture). If K admits a crossing change at a crossing c which preserves the oriented isotopy class of the knot, then c is nugatory.
Remarkably, this basic question is unanswered for most classes of knots. The conjecture is attributed to X. S. Lin (see [Kir78, Problem 1.58]), and in the literature it sometimes appears as the "nugatory crossing conjecture". Scharlemann and Thompson proved that the unknot admits no cosmetic crossing changes [ST89, Theorem 1.4], and Torisu and Kalfagianni established the same for 2-bridge knots and fibered knots, respectively [Tor99, Kal12] . There exist several additional obstructions amongst genus one knots and satellites [BFKP12, BK14] .
In this note, we prove Conjecture 1 for knots whose branched double covers are Lspaces that satisfy a certain homological condition. Recall that an L-space Y is a rational We apply Theorem 2 (and in particular, Corollary 3) together with previously known obstructions for two-bridge, fibered and genus one knots to affirm the cosmetic crossing conjecture for all but ten knots in the Rolfsen tables [Rol90] of knots of ten or fewer crossings.
Theorem 4. Let K be a knot of at most ten crossings not contained in the list 10 65 , 10 66 , 10 67 , 10 77 , 10 87 , 10 98 , 10 108 , 10 129 , 10 147 , 10 164 .
(1)
Then K admits no cosmetic crossing changes. In particular, all knots of at most nine crossings satisfy the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
Remark 5.
In fact, what we prove in Theorem 2 holds in a more general setting. Indeed, for any knot in an integer homology sphere whose branched double cover is an L-space, if each summand of the first homology of the branched double cover is square-free then that knot does not admit cosmetic crossing changes. This statement requires an appropriate generalization of the definition of a cosmetic crossing change to an arbitrary homology sphere. (See Remark 14 and Theorem 15.)
Figure 1: The crossing disk of a nugatory crossing.
Another interesting class of knots are those which admit a positive Dehn surgery to an L-space; such a knot is known as an L-space knot. Since these knots are known to be fibered by work of Ni [Ni07] , it follows from Kalfagianni [Kal12] that L-space knots satisfy the cosmetic crossing conjecture. To further illustrate the techniques of the proof of the main theorem, we provide an alternate proof of this fact.
Theorem 6. Let K be an L-space knot. Then K satisfies the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
In Section 2, we establish necessary background information and prove a key homological result. In Section 3 we prove the main result Theorem 2 and its generalization, as well as Theorem 6. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 4 and we provide new examples of pretzel knots, non-arborescent knots and symmetric unions for which the cosmetic crossing conjecture holds.
Homological obstructions
In order to prove Theorem 2, we study the effects of a cosmetic crossing change in terms of the homology of the branched double cover. The current section is devoted to understanding this, culminating in Theorem 10.
Cosmetic and nugatory crossings
Let K be an oriented knot in S 3 , and let c denote a crossing. We will abuse notation by allowing K to denote both the oriented knot and its diagram. We will write K`and Kf or diagrams identical to K except possibly at the crossing c, which is positive at K`and negative at K´. Without loss of generality, we assume the crossing c is positive. A crossing disk for K is an embedded disk D that intersects K transversely in its interior twice with zero algebraic intersection number, as in Figure 1 . The boundary of the crossing disk BD is an unknot called the crossing circle. If BD bounds an embedded disk in the complement of K, then c is called nugatory. A crossing arc γ for the knot K is an unknotted arc with its boundary on K that may be isotoped to lie embedded in the crossing disk, again as in Figure 1 . We write ΣpKq for the double cover of S 3 branched over the knot K. If K admits a crossing change at c which preserves the isotopy type of K, then the branched double covers ΣpK`q and ΣpK´q are orientation preserving homeomorphic, and the arc γ lifts to a knotγ in ΣpK`q. The complement of a neighborhood ofγ in ΣpKq, is a compact, connected, oriented 3-manifold with torus boundary which we denote by M .
There is a well-known correspondence between Dehn fillings of M and rational tangle replacements of K in S 3 , commonly called "the Montesinos trick." (See, for example, [Gor09] for a standard reference.) We only state a special case here. Take a small 3-ball B containing the crossing c in K`, so that the sphere BB intersects K transversely in four points. Then the double cover of S 3´i ntpBq branched over T " K´intpB X Kq is the manifold M " ΣpK`q´N pγq. Note that ΣpK´q is also obtained by a Dehn filling of M . Finally, recall that the distance between any two slopes η and ξ on BM refers to their minimal geometric intersection number and is denoted ∆pη, ξq.
Lemma 7 (Montesinos trick). Let α and β be the two slopes on BM such that M pαq " ΣpK`q and M pβq " ΣpK´q. Then ∆pα, βq " 2.
Rational longitude
Now let M refer to any compact, connected, oriented 3-manifold with torus boundary and H 1 pM ; Qq -Q. For homology with Z-coefficients, we will simply omit the coefficient group. In particular, the complement of the knotγ in the rational homology sphere ΣpKq is such a manifold. In this section we recall some facts about the rational longitude of M which we will use to study the homology of Dehn fillings of M . For more detail on the rational longitude, we refer the reader to Section 3.1 of Watson [Wat12] . We adopt the same notation as in [Wat12] , and the content of our own Section 2.2 is paraphrased from this, included because it is necessary for the arguments which follow in Section 2.3.
Let us consider the long exact sequence of the pair pM, BM q,¨¨Ñ
Via exactness and Poincaré-Lefschetz duality, it follows that the rank of i˚is one. Therefore with Z-coefficients, i˚maps one of the Z summands of H 1 pBM q -Z ' Z injectively to H 1 pM q -Z ' H (where H is some finite abelian group). Additionally, kerpi˚q is generated by kλ M for some primitive homology class λ M P H 1 pBM q and some nonnegative integer k. The homology class λ M is uniquely defined up to sign, which determines a well-defined slope in BM , giving rise to the following definition.
Definition 8. The rational longitude λ M is the unique slope in BM such that i˚pλ M q is finite order in H 1 pM q.
We begin with the observation of [Wat12] that the order of the first homology of the manifold M pηq obtained by Dehn filling M along some slope η is determined by ∆pη, λ M q.
Lemma 9. There is a constant c M ą 0 (depending only on M ) such that for η ‰ λ M ,
We recall the definition of the constant c M more explicitly. Fix a basis pµ, λ M q for H 1 pBM q, where ∆pµ, λ M q " 1. Then under the homomorphism i˚: H 1 pBM q Ñ H 1 pM q -Z ' H, we have i˚pµq " pℓ, uq and i˚pλ M q " p0, hq for some u, h P H and ℓ P Z. It turns out that |ℓ| " ord H i˚pλ M q. The constant c M is then described as
where r 1 , . . . , r k are the invariant factors of the finite abelian group H. In fact, Watson gives an explicit presentation for H 1 pM pηqq. Writing the slope η " aµ`bλ M on BM , we see i˚pηq " paℓ, au`bhq. A presentation matrix for H 1 pM pηqq is then
where I r is the kˆk diagonal matrix with ith diagonal entry given by r i . In particular, |H 1 pM pηqq| " aℓr 1¨¨¨rk , and c M is taken to be ℓr 1¨¨¨rk . Finally, note that because ∆pµ, λ M q " 1, we have a " ∆pη, λ M q, and this gives the statement of Lemma 9.
In the following subsection, we will use (3) to study the homology class of the lift of a crossing arc in the presence of a cosmetic crossing change.
The lift of the crossing arc
We are now prepared to describe conditions which guaranteeγ represents a null-homologous class in H 1 pΣpKqq. This will allow us to apply the Dehn surgery characterization of the unknot in the case that ΣpKq is an L-space (see Theorem 11). Let us continue with the assumptions that K admits a crossing change which preserves the isotopy type of K, and that α and β are the two filling slopes for the orientation preserving homeomorphic manifolds ΣpK`q and ΣpK´q, respectively.
Theorem 10. Suppose that ΣpKq is the branched double cover of a knot K admitting a crossing change preserving the isotopy type of K, and that
where each d i is square-free. Then the liftγ of the crossing arc at c is trivial in H 1 pΣpKqq.
Proof. Let M " ΣpKq´N pγq. We consider the slopes α and β on M for which Dehn filling gives rise to the homeomorphic pair M pαq and M pβq, which are ΣpK`q and ΣpK´q respectively. Fix a basis pµ, λ M q for H 1 pM q, where λ M is the rational longitude and µ is any slope with ∆pµ, λ M q " 1. Write the two filling slopes α and β in terms of this basis as
with p, s ě 0. By Lemma 9,
Thus, by the Montesinos trick, 2 " ∆pα, βq " |ppq´rq| and so p " 1 or p " 2. However, if p " 2, then |H 1 pΣpKqq| is even, and this contradicts that knots have odd determinants. Therefore p " 1, and we have by (2) that
Now the distance ∆pα, λ M q is one, so after changing the basis pµ, λ M q to pµ`qλ M , λ M q, we may assume α " µ. Recall that we write i˚pµq " pℓ, uq P Z ' H. Consider the presentation matrix
for H, where r 1 , . . . , r k are the invariant factors of H. From this, we may identify u P H (non-uniquely) with a vector u " pu 1 , . . . , u k q. From (3), a presentation matrix A for M pαq is given by
where ℓ "˘ord H i˚pλq. After possibly multiplying the first column by´1, we may assume ℓ ě 1. Now if ℓ " ord H i˚pλ M q " 1, then λ M is integrally null-homologous and this implies thatγ is in fact null-homologous in ΣpKq. To see this, consider the filling torus N pγq, and note that the rational longitude λ M is homologous to the coreγ in N pγq, considered as a submanifold of M pαq, sinceγ has intersection number one with the meridional disk bounded by α in N pγq. Since λ M is integrally null-homologous in the exterior M , then λ M also bounds in the filled manifold M pαq. Henceγ is null-homologous in M pαq. Thus, it is our goal to show that i˚pλ M q is trivial.
As an aside, we note that in the special case each d i in (4) is a distinct prime (e.g. when detpKq is square-free) then it is immediate that ℓ " 1 because i˚pλ M q generates a subgroup of H. In general, we will argue that ℓ " 1 by using the Smith normal form of A.
Let Γ i denote the greatest common divisor of the determinants of the iˆi minors of A. Recall that the Smith normal form for an invertible mˆm matrix X is the diagonal matrix I δ where δ i is Γ i {Γ i´1 . We have that I δ presents the same group as does X. Finally, recall that | detpXq| " δ 1¨¨¨δm is the order of the group being presented.
First, we claim that each u i in (6) is a multiple of gcdpℓ, r i q. For if u i is not a multiple of gcdpℓ, r i q, then there exists some prime p such that p j ℓ and p j r i but p j ffl u i for some j. Now let A 1,i`1 be the kˆk minor obtained by deleting the first row and pi`1q-th column of A; we have | detpA 1,i`1 q| " r 1¨¨¨ri´1 u i r i`1¨¨¨rk . If t is the largest power of p which divides detpAq, then the largest power of p which divides detpA 1,i`1 q is at most t´2. Since δ 1¨¨¨δk " Γ k divides detpA 1,i`1 q, the largest power of p which divides Γ k is at most t´2. Because detpAq " δ 1¨¨¨δk δ k`1 we see that p 2 divides δ k`1 . But this implies that some invariant factor in the decomposition of H 1 pΣpKqq is not square-free, a contradiction. Thus, we may now write
for some integers a 1 , . . . , a k . Let us now consider the cosmetic filling. By Lemma 7, the curve β may be written µ˘2λ M . A presentation matrix B for M pβq is
where h " ph 1 , . . . , h k q is identified with the image of i˚pλ M q in H under (5). The same argument as that for A now applies to B to show that gcdpℓ, r i q u i˘2 h i . Because gcdpℓ, r i q divides both u i and |H 1 pΣpKqq|, and because gcdpℓ, r i q is odd, we know gcdpℓ, r i q h i and we write h i " b i gcdpℓ, r i q for some integers b 1 , . . . , b k . Now, recall that |ℓ| " ord H i˚pλ M q. This means that ℓ h is in the column span of A 1,1 , so for each i, 
Because each h i is a multiple of r i , then in fact h is in the column space of A 1,1 . However, A 1,1 is a presentation matrix for H, the torsion subgroup of H 1 pM q, by (5). This says that h represents the trivial element in H. Hence i˚pλ M q is trivial in H 1 pM q, and we conclude thatγ is null-homologous in M pαq. Theorem 11. Let K be a null-homologous knot in an L-space Y , and let Y p{q pKq denote the result of p{q-Dehn surgery surgery along K. If Y p{q pKq is orientation preserving homeomorphic to Y p{q pU q, then K is isotopic to U .
With this, we are now prepared to prove the main theorem.
Theorem 2. Let K be a knot in S 3 with branched double cover ΣpKq an L-space. If
with each d i square-free, then the cosmetic crossing conjecture holds for K.
Proof. Suppose that the branched double cover ΣpKq is an L-space and K admits a crossing change at a crossing c which preserves the isotopy type of K. Without loss of generality, assume c is positive. We will show c is nugatory. Let the knotγ in ΣpKq be the lift of the crossing arc γ at c. Theorem 10 implies that in factγ must be null-homologous in ΣpKq. Sinceγ is null-homologous and |H 1 pΣpK´qq| is obviously equal to |H 1 pΣpKqq|, we have that ΣpK´q is obtained by˘1{n-surgery onγ. By assumption, K`is isotopic to K´, thus ΣpK`q is orientation preserving homeomorphic to ΣpK´q. By doing˘1{n-framed Dehn surgery along an unknot in ΣpK`q, we do not change the oriented homeomorphism type of ΣpK`q, for any n. Thus applying Theorem 11 we deduce thatγ is isotopic to the unknot in ΣpKq.
It remains to show that this implies the crossing c is nugatory. This will follow as a special case of the equivariant Dehn's Lemma of Meeks and Yau [YM84] , which was instrumental in the proof of the Smith Conjecture. The case for an involution is due to Kim and Tollefson [KT80] and Gordon and Litherland [GL84] . The following is well-known to experts (see for instance [Tor99] ). However, we include the proof for completeness.
Proposition 12. Ifγ is a null-homologous unknot in ΣpKq, and the arc γ P S 3 is the image ofγ under the covering involution of ΣpKq, then the crossing associated with the arc γ must be nugatory.
Proof. Let c be the crossing associated with γ and let M denote the exterior ofγ. By assumptionγ is an unknot, therefore M " D 2ˆS1 #ΣpKq. We also will think of M as ΣpB, T q, where pB, T q is the tangle obtained by removing an open 3-ball neighborhood of the crossing arc at c. Finally, let τ denote the covering involution on ΣpKq.
Let r Γ " D 2ˆt ptu in M " D 2ˆS1 #ΣpKq. Of course, r Γ is a compressing disk and B r Γ is essential in BM . Since B r Γ is the unique slope on BM which bounds in M , we see that B r Γ is the rational longitude λ M . By the equivariant Dehn's Lemma, we may assume that either τ p r Γq X r Γ is empty or τ p r Γq " r Γ. First, suppose that τ p r Γq X r Γ is empty. This implies that r Γ descends to a disk Γ in the exterior of T Ă B, and thus the exterior of K, since the lift of K to ΣpKq is precisely the fixed point set of τ . It remains to see that BΓ is a crossing circle for the crossing c, since this would imply that c is nugatory. We recall our previous notation M pαq " ΣpK`q and M pβq " ΣpK´q. By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 10, we have that ∆pα, βq " 2 and ∆pα, λ M q " ∆pβ, λ M q " 1. Taking again pα, λ M q as a basis for H 1 pBM q we further have that β " α˘2λ M in this basis. It is straightforward to verify that for any slope η on BM , if ∆pα, ηq " ∆pβ, ηq " 1, then either η " λ M or η "˘α`λ M (where the sign is determined by β " α˘2λ M ). In particular, there are precisely two slopes on BM which have distance one from each of α and β.
Consider the two curves w 1 and w 2 on the boundary of the neighborhood of the crossing c shown in Figure 2 . These curves lift to distinct slopes on BM and have distance one from each of α and β. It follows that the lift of either w 1 or w 2 must be λ M " B r Γ. In other words, we must have that r Γ descends to a disk in the exterior of K with either w 1 or w 2 as its boundary. As the crossing circle (i.e. w 2 in Figure 2 ) is the curve which is null-homologous in the complement of K, this implies that the crossing circle bounds a disk in the exterior of K and thus c is nugatory, as desired. Now, we consider the case that τ p r Γq " r Γ. Noting that the fixed point set of τ restricted to r Γ is at most one-dimensional, Smith theory implies that r Γ intersects Fixpτ q in either an arc or a single point. In the case this intersection is an arc, standard arguments allow us to perturb r Γ such that τ p r Γq X r Γ is empty, which was handled in the previous case. Thus, it remains to consider the case that r Γ intersects the fixed point set of τ in a single point. In this case, it follows that r Γ descends to a disk Γ in B which intersects T " Fixpτ | M q in a single point. Note that BΓ also bounds a disk Γ 1 contained in BB which intersects BT in one point. But now Γ 1 lifts to a disk r Γ 1 in ΣpB, T q " M which is contained in BM and has B r Γ 1 " B r Γ. This contradicts that r Γ is a compressing disk, since B r Γ bounds a disk in BM .
The above proposition completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 13. While we are not able to prove the cosmetic crossing conjecture in the case that H 1 pΣpKqq has summands which are not square-free, Theorem 2 can still be useful in the following sense. If a knot K has ΣpKq an L-space, then if a particular crossing arc lifts to a null-homologous knot, then that crossing change must either be nugatory or change the isotopy class of the knot. Remark 14. Although our main focus is on the cosmetic crossing conjecture for knots in the 3-sphere, the proof of Theorem 2 also applies to knots in arbitrary integer homology spheres. For a knot K in an integer homology sphere Y , we need only modify our definition of a crossing change; rather than change a crossing from positive to negative in a diagram of K, we define a crossing change as a˘1-framed Dehn surgery along the crossing circle C, where C is the boundary of a crossing disk D as above. A cosmetic crossing change for K in Y is analogously defined as for knots in S 3 .
Theorem 15. Let K be a knot in an integer homology sphere Y such that the double cover of Y branched over K is an L-space. If each integer d i in the decomposition H 1 pΣpY, Kqq -Z{d 1 Z '¨¨¨' Z{d k Z is square-free, then K admits no cosmetic crossing changes.
Proof. Note that Proposition 12 applies to any closed, oriented 3-manifold with a Z{2Z-action, and the Montesinos trick may be applied in any integer homology sphere. The content of Section 2.2 regarding the rational longitude is valid for any compact, oriented 3-manifold M with torus boundary and H 1 pM ; Qq -Q, and Theorem 10 will hold whenever ΣpY, Kq is the double cover of an integer homology sphere Y branched over a knot K, satisfying the same homology condition as (4). Thus the proof of Theorem 2 applies mutatis mutandis. Another conjecture, due to Ozsváth and Szabó (see for instance [HL14] ), is that the only integer homology sphere L-spaces are the 3-sphere and connected sums of the Poincaré sphere. We remark that these conjectures conspire to limit the scope of Theorem 15 to the 3-sphere and connected sums of the Poincaré sphere.
Proof of Theorem 6
Next we turn our attention from knots whose branched double covers are L-spaces to knots which admit L-space surgeries. Recall that an L-space knot is a knot in S 3 such that a positive p{q-Dehn surgery along K yields an L-space S 3 p{q pKq. By work of Ni, an L-space knot K is fibered [Ni07] , thus Kalfagianni's result for fibered knots immediately implies that all L-space knots satisfy the cosmetic crossing conjecture. Thus the following theorem was previously known to be true, but the proof provided here does not appeal to Kalfagianni's work.
Theorem 6. Let K be a knot in S 3 with an L-space surgery. Then K satisfies the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
Proof. After perhaps mirroring K, we can assume that K admits a positive L-space surgery. Suppose that K admits a crossing change at c that preserves the knot type of K. Without loss of generality, assume that c is a positive crossing; the argument in the case c is negative is identical. Recall that if K is an L-space knot, then p-framed surgery along K in S 3 yields an L-space for all integers p ě 2gpKq´1. Denote by r C p the image of the crossing circle C after p-surgery along K. Note that r C p is null-homologous. It follows that
where K´is the image of K`after´1-surgery along C. By assumption, the pairs pS 3 , K`q and pS 3 , K´q are orientation preserving homeomorphic. Thus
where U is an unknot in S 3 p pK`q. As another application of Theorem 11, we find that r C p is itself an unknot for each p ě 2gpKq´1. In particular, this implies that the manifold with boundary S 3 p pKq´N p r C p q is reducible for all p ě 2gpKq´1. It is well known that if M is a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and F Ă BM is a toroidal boundary component, then at most finitely many slopes on F yield reducible Dehn fillings. The exterior of the two-component link K Y C in S 3 has infinitely many fillings along K yielding the reducible manifolds S 3 p pKq´N p r C p q, so it must be the case that the exterior of pK Y Cq is reducible. It follows that K Y C is split. Since C sits in an embedded 3-ball, the crossing is nugatory.
Examples

Knots of at most ten crossings
In this section we settle the cosmetic crossing conjecture for all but ten of the knots in the Rolfsen tables. Let us summarize the known obstructions to a knot K admitting a cosmetic crossing change. If:
• K is genus one and is not algebraically slice or H 1 pΣpKqq fails to be cyclic [BFKP12] , or
• ΣpKq is an L-space and H 1 pΣpKqq has only square-free summands [Theorem 2], then K admits no cosmetic crossing changes. With the exception of the knots 9 46 and 10 128 , all of the knots mentioned in Table 1 and Table 2 are known to be alternating or quasi-alternating, hence are Ě Kh-thin and therefore have branched double covers that are L-spaces. The quasi-alternating status is the collected effort of many authors and relevant summaries may be found in [CK09, Jab14] .
Proposition 17. All knots of at most nine crossings satisfy the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
Proof. Utilizing the KnotInfo database [CL15] , in Table 1 we collect the knots of nine or fewer crossings that are non-fibered and have bridge number at least three. These are listed with their determinants and genera. Where indicated, the homology groups of the branched double covers were computed using the "Cyclic Branched Cover Homology Calculator" program, available at KnotInfo. The knots 8 15 , 9 16 , 9 25 , 9 37 , 9 38 , 9 39 , 9 41 , and 9 49 are quasi-alternating, hence Ě Kh-thin. By the computations of the first homologies of the branched double covers in Table 1 , Theorem 2 implies they admit no cosmetic crossing changes. The knot 9 46 is known to be reduced Khovanov thin, but not odd Khovanov homology thin, due to Shumakovitch [Shu11] . Thus it is not quasi-alternating, but its branched double cover is still an L-space, and Theorem 2 again applies. Theorem 2 does not apply to the only remaining knot, 9 35 , because H 1 pΣp9 35has a Z{9Z summand. Since this knot has genus one and H 1 pΣpKqq is not cyclic, it admits no cosmetic crossing changes by [BFKP12] .
Proof of Theorem 4. Using the same strategy, we collect the relevant data for the tencrossings knots that are non-fibered and have bridge number at least three. All of the knots in Table 2 have genus at least two, so the obstruction of [BFKP12] will not help in the present case. Aside from the knot 10 128 , each knot in Table 2 is Ě Kh-thin, so Theorem 2 applies to each knot other than those listed in (1). Finally, we consider the knot 10 128 . This is the Montesinos knot M p´2; 4{7, 1{2, 2{3q. Using [LM04, Theorem 1.3] and [LS07, Theorem 1.1], the branched double cover may be checked to be an L-space, and again Theorem 2 applies. This analysis of the ten-crossing knots together with Proposition 17 completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Remark 18. The ten knots in (1) share the following additional properties: they are hyperbolic, non-fibered, bridge number three, and have genus either two or three. 
Further examples
Using the obstructions of Theorem 2, it is not difficult to find new families of knots which satisfy the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
Example 19 (Pretzel knots). Consider the three-stranded pretzel knots P p´p, q, rq where p ą 0 is even and q, r ą 0 are odd. When q " p´1, we have that detpP p´p, q, rqq " |´pq´pr`qr| " p 2´p`r ,
thus for any odd integer n, the pretzel knots P p´p, p´1, n`p´p 2 q are an infinite family of knots of determinant n. By Greene [Gre10, Theorem 1.4(d)], the pretzel knots P p´p, p´1, rq are quasi-alternating, but in particular r must be positive. Combining these statements, we see that for every odd integer n ě 3 we have a finite set of quasi-alternating pretzel knots P p´p, p´1, rq of determinant n, where r " n`p´p 2 . By Corollary 3, we see that for every square-free odd integer n ě 3, there exists even p ą 0 such that the pretzel knot P p´p, p´1, n`p´p 2 q has determinant n and satisfies the cosmetic crossing conjecture. Note also that when p ě 4 is even and q, r ě 3 are odd, then by [Gab86] , P p´p, q, rq is non-fibered, and the genus of P p´p, q, rq is pq`rq{2 (see [KL07, Corollary 2.7]). Moreover, these knots are hyperbolic [KL07, Theorem 2.4] and not two-bridge, and so excluding the handful of cases where 0 ă p, q, r ă 4, the previously known obstructions to admitting a cosmetic crossing change do not apply.
Example 20 (Branch sets of L-space surgeries). Let K be a strongly invertible L-space knot. For p{q ě 2gpKq´1 with p odd, we have that S 3 p{q pKq is an L-space which can be expressed as the branched double cover of a knot J p{q . If p is square-free, then we have by Theorem 2 that J p{q necessarily satisfies the cosmetic crossing conjecture. Further, if K is hyperbolic, then by Thurston's hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem, all but finitely many of the surgeries on K will be hyperbolic. For such surgeries, the corresponding knot J p{q is not arborescent (and in particular is not a pretzel or Montesinos knot). While K is necessarily fibered, the quotient knot J p{q need not be fibered; for example, every 2-bridge knot is the quotient of a surgery on the unknot.
Finally, we remark that conjecturally every L-space knot is strongly invertible.
In Example 19, we made use of finite sets of quasi-alternating knots of a fixed determinant. In [Gre10, Conjecture 3.1], Greene conjectured that this phenomenon is always the case, namely that there exist only finitely many quasi-alternating links with a given determinant. We now describe an infinite family of knots with fixed determinant. Though these knots will be Ě Kh-thin, presumably they are not quasi-alternating.
Example 21 (Symmetric unions). Further examples can be generated using symmetric unions, a classical construction due to Kinoshita and Terasaka [KT57] . In particular this u n Figure 3 : A symmetric union of the knot 5 2 with n " 2 full twists in the clasp.
construction can be used to create infinite families of examples with a fixed determinant, unlike the two examples described above. The symmetric unions K n p5 2 q of the knot 5 2 (see Figure 3 for the knot K 2 p5 2 q) are an example of such a construction. In a forthcoming note of the second author [Moo15] , the knots K n " K n p5 2 q with n " 0 pmod 7q, are shown to be reduced Khovanov thin, non-alternating, non-fibered, hyperbolic, of genus two, bridge number three, and have H 1 pΣpK n-Z{7Z ' Z{7Z. Applying Theorem 2, we see that this infinite family of knots with constant determinant satisfies the cosmetic crossing conjecture.
